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INTRODUCTION

In he township of Alma in the fining Division of Larder Lake 

in the District of Temiskimang, Ontario a group of sixteen mining 

ciiamB have been staked out and are Currently under control of Mr. 

Henry King of Matachewan, Ont.
Sixx of these claims numbered L505120,506258,506259, ^95^53. 

V?6tf91 and 4?6*t92 were covered by a self potential survey during the 

early fall of 1978. The survey was run at intervale of IfOO 1 between 

lines except in areas of detail which were covered at two hundred 

feet. Kost readings were taken at 100* intervals with the exception 

of interest areas which were read at 50* intervals. 

The claims are reached by an up graded logging road which branches off 

to Separation Lake. The branch of the road passes through the middle 

of the property.
The property consists of a typical northern Ontario forest cover 

with many low lying areas, the most principal being the one that 

earned the property the title of "the Beaverdam Group".

Interest In the property was first gained bjr a stream sediment 

geochemical survey carried out in 1966 by the O DM as part of the 

mapping of the area. Two geochemical anomalies were found at that 

time and their locations are marked on O DM map #2109. The present 

survey is the result of a progressive assessment of the prospects 

of the cliams held by Kr. King.
There is one historic gold showing on the property which was 

sampled by the authour and found to contain varying amounts of gold 

and silver. However the widths involved were far too narrow to be 

of any concern. Other similar structures were found none of which 

assayed to any degree of significance.
A Electromagnetic survey was carried out in 1978 over two of the 

claims which picked out several conductors which to date have not 

bean completely discriminated against as to whether or not they 

are of a bedrock variety* One conductor which was vx interpreted 

at the time as being due to the boggy conditions of the empty Beaver 

marsh has now been reinterpreted as a result of the SP survey and 

more work recommended to fully substantiate the findings.
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As formerly mentioned the property was partially analysed 
geochemically by the ODM and is best described in Report #51 by H. L. 
Lovell. On page 21 under geochemical anomalies #'s one and two the 
property is described.

Canadian John*s banville carried out a bio-geochemical program 
which covered the area as well as Triana Ltd. who mapped the area 
geologically. Since the Beaverdam was flooded at the time neither 
of either survey was of much value. The spacing of the bio geochemical, 
sample sites were to great for any significant results even though 
areas of anomalous results v/ere submitted.

A diamond drill hole was put down for about twenty feet by S. Stan 
wick of luatachewan in an attempt to evaluate the historical showing 
which consists of two paralleling quartz veins which at the widest 
approach around 8 inches. Pedces of core left at the drill site 
contained coarse pyrite which when assayed by the authour ran a trace 
in gold and .8 and 1.0 in silver respectively. Samples of the pyritieed 
wallrock were also assayed v/h i eh also ran .8 on both samples for the 
element silver. Mo gold or other minerals were present, except some 
minor uranium. Best results of the vein material was .0?2 Au. The 
sample was picked for its pyrite content and although free gold has 
been seen by everyone who has visited the property except the authour 
it is his opinion that any gold found would lie in the pyrite and wol 
would very likely be more abundant should chalcopyrite or galena be 
present. Fotr this reason geophysics were selected to cover the 
ground along with geochemical means rather than blind drilling of 
structures.

The first survey was conducted with a McPhar VHEK 660 using a 
two hundred foot coil seperation. The results are on file in the 
assessment offices. The large conductors found to the south of the 
baseline may be the result of conductive overburden since the SP did 
not react to them. A longer coil seperation was recommended. 
The survey also marked a distinct out of phase anomaly of a weak 
nature which centred south of the baseline and a considerable distance 
yet close to the historic gold showing. The lack of IP response 
eemed to denote a"boggy" anomaly which is associated with flowing 
,ter or other structures. However the Self Potential survey showed 

otherwise.



SlJPpOTENTIAL SURVEY -
Attached to thia report is aditional information

'on the equipment aad methods used to complete the survey so only the 

results will be discussed herein. The claims were covered as already 

described and although some difficulty was had in the very swampy areas 

with probe contact no interruption of the survey profiles was 

experienced.
At first glance on the map one would quickly adjudge the property 

as dead. This would be true for the largest portion. However three areas 

of interest were delinated.
In the type of survey carried out two things must be kept in mind. 

The probe system used (cathodes) are of a type which do not give high 

readings over disseminated material. Secondly the SP shoild not give 

negative results in swampy areas and did not except in those areas 

where ift went "against the grain" and reads negative. This denotes 

an anomalous condition.
It must also be kept in minff that in very wet boggy areas where 

all of the Bones outlined on the map lie, the penetration of the

^system is very limited, probably to eight to ten feet. If the ledge

"was further away then a positive reading would result.
Therefore between Lines 00 and 2W in the vicinity of the baseline 

and more or less striking just south of the gold showing, AND harmonizin 

with the OP anomaly previously noted with the Horizontal Loop survey 

there ie a concentration of what must surely be sulphides which lie 

in the high temperature environment of the syenites which comprise 

thecountry rook.
At 13 N on Line 2 IS a more noticeable anomaly was noted agiin in 

a very boggy situation. Thin zone was not covered by the origninal SK 

survey however it was interpreted again as being sulphides since 

the SP will not react to overburden or structures like wet shear 

zones unless they are mineralized. The environment is too high in 

temperature for the deposition of graphite.
The third zone was outlined from Line 12W IN to L16 W 4N again in a 

wet environment. The readings would be interesting even on dry ground 

with the cathodes used but in hte wet they are twice as interesting, 

jittle is known about the other two zones mentioned but the first

rnear the gold showing would be very likely to be comprised of 

sulphides which may assay as high or higher than the country wall rock 

which was sampled at the drillsite.



IfteAfter the survey a careful sorutity of all available outcrop was made* 
'Nothing of any importance was discovered except minor chalcopyrite 
directly north of the showing. Since the readings here go further 
negative or at loast aa negative than at the baseline likely the 
mineral is more concentrated West of the outcrop than where the copper 
is visible. There is a corresponding negative drop on line 2W which 
should give positive readings in the bog. The depression has disappeared 
by the time IM.' is approached. Both zones could concentrate to form 
the anomaly which was found geochemically by the OD& party in 1966. 
Very likkly copper le present in some quantity since the geochemical 
results were 10 tines background for the element. 
No other mineralization was notived in the area.

It was significant that the Self Potential did not confirm the 
results of the IP H', anomalies which lie between 3 and four hundred 
feet south of the property. ifJhile the depth of pverburden was very 
likely considerable some sort of negative depression should have been 
formed. It is possible that there is a clay layer in the solid which 
.would impede the SP however this would very likely form the EM "anomaly"
re suoessfully evaluate these conductors a greater coil separation 
and a multi frequency EK system utilized.

The remainder of the propertyi including the contacts with the 
volcanic rocks to the north were significantly dead. However there 
were some areas which should have been distinctly positive but instead 
read negative. These should be tested with the field strength component 
of a Crone Hadem.

The property was BO11 sampled completely for Mr. King by Sylva 
but unfortunately the samples were destroyed by fire while in storage* 
This would have lead to more definitive results.



There is Btrong reason to beleiv* when comparing the 
EM reeulte with* with the SP results that there are sulphides present 
on the property near the baseline and lieing in the beavermeadow. 
However the hi* could have reacted to some other factor. Ideally the 
property should bo surveyed in the more interesting areas with induced 
polarization end no doubt somewhere down the road this will happent 
However there is still much to be learned by a mam leas expensive 
methods.

The long LK conductors to the south of the baseline found in 
1979 should be checked with a larger coil spacing and lower frequencies 
perhaps with a l-ax?;'in 11 or a Crone FEiV system should the property be 
optioned. The latter would be quite expensive and probably the liaxKin 
would do the same job. Also the OP response in the swamp should be 
tested with the same cable length of about 400 feet.

Also recommended would be a magnetometer survey which would help 
to test the structure an well as the nature of the mineralization, 
tfore importantly however a simple Crone Radem survey would verify

weakly manolve/dGOBeminatod conductors where the SP reacted and 
thereby verify with finality the existance of the sulphides* 
Finally but most important of all* the entire property should be 
soil sampled and assayed geoohemically first with a THM survey and 
the more important areas outlined by individual element.

This should produce enough evidence to determine whether or not 
en induced polarization survey is warranted and then diamond drilling 
to follow up.

None of the anomalous? areas were condusive to stripping with 
a backhoe or bulldozer since they would become tn immediately filled 
with water. It would be more economical to test out the known areas 
first with wore simpler means before resorting to high cost geophysical
surveys or drilling.

 a**

Certified correct to the best of
ny knowledge and ability.

Cheif prospector - Sylva Kxplorati
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The Self Potential or Self Polarization method of Geophyaiea along 
electrical resistivity are two of the oldest forms of geophysics 

known useful ae tools in the exploration for valuable Minerals. 
In past years the former was responsible for or aided in the discovery 
of several large ore bodies but has been relegated off into the 
farthest distant shelves along with dinosaurs and dodo birds t The Self 
Potential hae not only been adjudged as archaic but in nest geopysioal 
circles le clearly a joke. But then, so has the prospector become, so 
Sylva explorations* one of Canada's least known companies does not mind 
incurring the criticism of the minds who would associate the revival of 
such combinations of SP*s and prospectors with the reintroduotion of th 
five cent oifvr and loudly decry that it will never work. However, afte 
comparing most types of geophysics(and owning many) over isany conductor 
the authour still insists, with all due respect to the scientific minds 
who work on the theoroetical ends of natters from universities that*
- A BF will pick up an anomaly that is capped by massive rook
- A Sp anomaly does not have to be oxiditlng massively if it is masslv
- A SP anomaly dose not have to be massive in that the mineral particle 
have to contact one another.
- A SP will register disseminating sulphides AX they are oxidising whic 
Is usually the case*

The Authour does however aknoweldge that there are serious limitat 
ions to the system since it cannot be used over water and is not 
reliable in deep swarapi (egimuskeg) or clay overburdens or deep over 
burdened areas* However these areas can be left to the huge budgets 
of the major mining firms while the prospector can continue to peer 
into the cracks and crannies which lie just under a few feet of soil 
and escaped the first gruelling searches of the twenties and thirties* 
In carrying out surveys the authour continually finds old pits and
-trippings which were haphazardly dug but seldom in the right places 
where a aP anomaly, usually associated with an HK anomaly of some 
sort exists only a short distance away. If this holds true in the 
Matachewan camp then it is nost likely to parallel human nature in all 
the other mining camps of Canada where areas of amenable overburden 
exist (egiKirkland Lake - Hod Lake, etc.).

The advantages of the system are obvious and outstanding from the 
prospectors point of view*
- A system can be built for less than two hundred dollars even at to 
days inflated prices. Compare this with the ten thousand odd for a 

and a lot of criticism explodes into fiery recriminations.



system le capable of discovering both disseminated and massive 
conductors*
- There Is a breaking point where graphite can be suspected*
- The "electrical centre*1 , the point where the conductor cones 
nearest to the surface can be assessed "to dig or not to digi that Is 
the question. Whether tie nobler In the Kind to grub In the dirt 
or laore sensible to walk away from it"
-if desired, no lines; aro needed and when an anomaly arises there 
Is no need to traverse It to find the BC* The system will work a^-ong 
strike as well ae across J.t and does not have to follow any Intricate 
geometric rules*

Despite the advantages of the sy e t e  (and the dire pro tests) which 
Include electrical storms, naked outcrops and a host of others) the 
system Is enjoying almost no tse today except the for a few d l chard B 
and a few newcomers like Sylva who have the unique right of their 
generation to pick and choose from a huge backlog of everyone* know 
ledge and experience, then construct their own opinions and findings*

Needless to say, the SP used by Sylva Is of homemade manufacture 
Moreover It wae built In one night and burnt In one day with a replace 
ment value of 3185,00 depending apon the length of wire desired (see 
proceodure). However there are two Important departures from past 
Instrumentation worth noting.

In the past porous pots filled with copper sulphate, mixed or 
unmlxed with various oubstanoes have been the standard requirement* 
While maintaining a high nensitlvity (particularly in the search for 
disseminated sulphides) this led to some problems* Sylva recommends 
this proceedure as well but when more massive sulphides are being 
sought in hilly, sandy another approach is recommended* Users of the 
sp are familiar with the dry, sandhill anomalies which rear their waste 
ful time consuming heads, f any have said in the past that this was eaus 
caused by the PH differences in the soil between the top of the hill* 
and the bottom. In some of these cases this is true especially where 
lowlylnp; tagalder swamps with a high tannlc acid content are found in 
the gullies* However the topographical effect is due mainly to the lowe 
ered water table at the hills crest and differences of e/* 100 milli 
volts can be obtained by the moisture penetrating the porous pots or 
the lack of it. For this reason Sylva waives the usage of the pots/ 
CuSOfc in choice of two 11/4" carbon rods available from most major



ling firm**. These are out at about 10" a and threaded at one end with 
at one end for a brass bolt to which a lead wire la attached. The top 
portion of the probes axe insulated for handling with ordinary electrioa 
tape and the appropriate site of plaatio water pipe* After the lead 
wire ie tightly arrowed into place the top portion of ia liberally 
taped to protect against dirt, moisture and the possibility of a looae 
connection in the field. A reel with a non-iron core ia made with a n 
appropriate handle and bearings t Use sheet aluminum or thin plywood 
for the sides* Care must too excercised not to build an electromagnet 
which would give progressively worse readings aa the traverae proceeded 
On the opposite end to the winder of the reel an electrical connector 
ia threaded into the reel und the traverse wire soldered. Into thia the 
positive side of the raster i  plugged for each reading with an ordinary 
barman* plug, /'he probes are wiped after eaoh reading and are relative 
ly impervious to water, thereby eliminating the dry hill "syndrome". 
They do not however eliminate aoil Ph differences ao it ia beat to al 
ways penetrate to mineral noil although the authour has experience* no 
problems to date from thia.

When finished one has made an effective but somewhat less sensitive 
geophysical devise than the porous pot/CuSO^ method. However the device 
ia no less sensitive but rather formerly weak readibgti now must be 
reckoned with, whereas 75 sillli volts previously could be ignored (depen 
ding on the location) -30 millivolts can now become a force to be recko 
nad with. This apparent lack of sensitivity then, must be compensated 
for and will create heavier demands on the accuracy and sensitivity of
the fcBTiSR.

I'M

In times past mo c t sr equipment has been equipped with a meter 
which read directly in milllvlots or amperage with the voltmeter be 
ing by far the roost popular* As with many products the more recent in 
novations offer improvements in accuracy/sensitivity, particularly in 
the electronics field. In many waya the adaptation of a meter auoh aa 
the Mcronta 31/2 LTSD Digital Voltmeter available from radioshaok 
or any other eleotonios firn can be Incorporated into the ayaten. 
Sylva uses Hadio ^hack's #22-199 J eter for the following reasons i 
l] - Direct digital readout in millivolts with a repeatability of 
absolutely no variation tind accuracy of */-!!*. Thia ia a decided ad 
vantage from reading scales or a series of scales* 
2] * Ten n,efaohffi input. The high impedance motors are more accurate 
and dependable with the carbon cathode system.



* Internal switching. The results ara read out directly plus or 
sinus depending on the polarity of the stations measured. 
4] * Extreme light weight und small site t The meter is 6x3x1 inches 
and weighs a scant few onuses. It fits readily into pocket or pouch 
between stations*

Using a vinyl coated wire with two copper and at least two stainles 
steel strands, one connect* one end to a probe which becomes the 
stationary probe. The meter fits between the reel which Is carried/paid 
out as the traverse proceeds* Connections are mads between the lead 
wire attached to the mobile* probe and the positive input to the meter. 
This will assure proper polarity which if in doubt can be tested with 
an "AA*1 battery which is curried in the field*

Reading  are best takan every fifty feet/15 meters and recorded 
as the t raver e e proceeds. Probes are wiped and connections checked 
before every reading to ensure accuracy. Connections must not be allow 
ed to become wot or dirty an this will result in fluouatlons in the 
extremely email parameters being measured.

Technically a perimeter survey of each claim should be first made 
and the error of closure etttimated, however this would result In a long 
drawn out, agonising job which in the opinion of the authour is 
unessRsary. Instead a traverse is made along the baseline with careful 
recording and the location of each probehole carefully marked. 
fhls will result in the operators being able to pick a neutral area 
to set t eh stationary probe preferably in average soil conditions 
and beinc able to correct all future readings to this point* l 'h vagrancies 
in the soil are thus wininmited . Traverses are limited in length only 
to the fdre of reel and weipht of wire. This system results in one roan 
operation with the operator free to follow an anomaly tlong strike to 
the EC *?h n it is approached, Barren outcrop can be surveyed by filling 
a eanves sample bag: with wot blue clay (which any W- man knows is a good 
conductor) . Care must bo taken to hold only onto the top of the 
insulated portion of the probe to press against the rock since the 
biogenic electricity in the* operators body would create erroneous 
results otherwise.

"Good Hunting"
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